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STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
PROGRAM ENGINEERING
REGION 5
3803 N. Main Avenue, Suite 300
Durango, CO 81301
(970) 385-1400
Fax (970) 385-1410

Date:

August 1, 2011

To:

William Hanson
FHWA Operational Engineer

From:

Keith E. Powers P.E.
CDOT Region 5 Program Engineer

Subject:

US 550 on Grade Alignments

This technical memorandum describes engineering issues related to “on-grade alignments” that closely follow the
existing roadway along the current US 550 south alignment with its connection to US 160. The “on-grade
alignments” include the US 550 at US 160 At-Grade Intersection Alternative, the Partial Interchange at the
Existing US 550/US 160 (South) Intersection Alternative, and Revised Preliminary A Alternative. Several design
variations that have different curvatures and grades along the existing US 550 alignments are included in these
alternatives. Design variations T.1.4, T.1.6, and T.4.4 are variations of the US 550 at US 160 At-Grade
Intersection Alternative. Design variations T.2.4, T.2.6, T.3.4 and T.3.6 are variations of the Partial Interchange at
the Existing US 550/US 160 (South) Intersection Alternative. These alternatives are collectively referred to in
this memo as “on-grade alignments”. The design variations are collectively referred to as the “T design
variations”. The memo addresses only horizontal and vertical alignments and does not include any analysis of
proposed connections.
Description of Alternatives
The “on-grade alignments” all connect US 550 from the top of the Florida Mesa with US 160, at or near the
current location on US 160 at M.P. 88.3. These alignments would require various types of connection to US 160
that are not a part of this memorandum discussion. The connections and their analysis are discussed elsewhere in
the SDEIS.
The roadway geometry is relatively the same for the “on-grade alignments”. The differences occur in the percent
grade and radius for 2 curves: one approximately 500 feet away from the US 550/US 160 (south) intersection
where the horizontal curvature and grade varies (the lower curve) and the other at the top of the mesa where the
highway first starts descending the hillside (the upper curve). The design variations are described as follows:

 Design Variation T.1.4 includes a 1050-foot radius and a four percent grade for the lower curve and a 700foot radius and four percent grade for the upper curve. Connection at US 160 utilizes the existing at grade
signalized intersection.

 Design Variation T.1.6 includes a 925-foot radius and a six percent grade for the lower curve and a 700foot radius and six percent for the upper curve. Connection at US 160 utilizes the existing at grade
signalized intersection.

 Design Variation T.2.4 includes a 1050-foot radius and a four percent grade for the lower curve and a 700foot radius and a four percent grade for the upper curve. The location of the flyover has half of the loop on
each the north and south side of US 160 and traffic flow is in a counterclockwise direction with the flyover
crossing US 160 approximately 1,300 feet (1/4 mile) east of the US 550/US 160 intersection.
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` Design Variation T.2.6 includes a 925-foot radius curve and six percent grade for the lower curve and 700foot radius and six percent grade for the upper curve. The location of the flyover has half of the loop on
each the north and south side of US 160 and traffic flow is in a counterclockwise direction with the flyover
crossing US 160 approximately 1,300 feet (1/4 mile) east of the US 550/US 160 intersection.

 Design Variation T.3.4 includes a 1050-foot radius curve and a four percent grade for the lower curve and
a 700-foot radius and 4 percent grade for the upper curve. The location of the flyover loop is entirely on the
north side of US 160 and traffic flow is in a clockwise direction with the flyover crossing US 160
approximately 500 feet east of the US 550/US 160 intersection.

 Design Variation T.3.6 includes a 925-foot radius curve and a six percent grade for the lower curve and a
700-foot radius and six percent grade for the upper curve. The location of the flyover loop is entirely on the
north side of US 160 and traffic flow is in a clockwise direction with the flyover crossing US 160
approximately 500 feet east of the US 550/US 160 intersection.

 Design Variation T.4.4 includes a 1250-foot radius and a four percent grade for the lower curve and a
1000-foot radius and four percent grade for the upper curve.

 Revised Preliminary Alternative A. Includes a series of compound curves beginning with a 1020 foot
radius lower curve, a 680 foot radius intermediate curve and a 710 foot radius top curve. It includes a gradeseparated trumpet interchange at the existing US 550/US 160 connection. Revised Preliminary Alternative
A is the same as in the 2006 US 160 EIS for the US 550 alignment and the connection to US 160.
“Revised” has been added to title of this alternative to reflect inclusion of the Grandview Interchange and
auxiliary lanes in each direction from the west limit of the Grandview Section to the CR 233 (Three
Springs) Interchange.
All of these alternatives follow a similar alignment as that of the existing US 550 Farmington Hill roadway. The
roadway typical section for Revised Preliminary Alternative A includes two 12-foot wide through lanes in each
direction with 10-foot outside shoulders and a 14-foot median consisting of two 6-foot shoulders with a 2-foot
wide concrete safety barrier. The T design variations are similar in alignment, but differ in cross section. They
also included two 12-foot wide through lanes but instead of a 14-foot median with safety barrier, they include a 8foot median consisting of two 3-foot shoulders with a 2-foot wide concrete safety barrier. The T design variations
do not include the needed auxiliary lanes at the CR 220 intersection location nor the connection for the local
residences to safely access the highway. Another issue with the typical section of the T design variations is the
lack of provision for roadside drainage and outside guardrail. Including these required design elements will result
in a wider section and much greater fill slope disturbances than represented in the plans and cross sections for the
T design variations provided by attorney Mr. Tom McNeill on behalf of the Webb Family.
Design and Construction Issues
As discussed in the memo US 550 at US 160 Section 4(f) Evaluation – Revised Preliminary Alternative A and
Partial Interchange dated September 20, 2010 to Joe Duran with FHWA, connecting US 550 to US 160 along the
existing alignment has geographic and climatic challenges. The hillside has a steep grade, rising over 200 feet in
approximately 0.66 mile. The north-facing slope of the hillside makes this area prone to winter icing. The steep
embankment above the existing roadway is comprised of decomposed shale overlain by sandy cobbles and
boulders, which are prone to sloughing onto the roadway surface, creating hazards for drivers, especially in freeze
thaw cycles or adverse weather conditions such as heavy rain or snow. Widening to four lanes along this
alignment will also require excavation in an area of known subsurface water problems, which may create drainage
and possible slope instability. Changes in the speed limit that are required for these alternatives will create safety
issues. US 550, in the US 550 Environmental Assessment, was designed to a 70 mph design speed from the New
Mexico State Line to just south of the County Road 220 intersection. The section of US 550 north of County Road
220 was designed to a 60 mph design speed in the US 160 Environmental Impact Statement. When analyzing
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Revised Preliminary Alternative A and the proposed T design variations, the roadway design speed would need to
be decreased from 70 mph to 30 or 35 mph as you descend into the Farmington Hill section of US 550 (See Table
1).
The below table is a summary of roadway stations (locations) with corresponding geometry (radius of curve,
super-elevation) and corresponding design speeds which are dependent on the roadway geometry at the roadway
station for Revised Alignment A and the T design variations. The lowest design speed, whether it is based on
super-elevation or sight distance governs the design because it is considered the speed a driver can drive the road
safely. The design speeds below are based on the AASHTO Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, 2004
criteria. At or near the connection with County Road 220 all of the alignments begin with a geometry change of
the road (radius of curve decreases to 700 Ft minimum, this large reduction in radius requires the design speed to
decrease to 30 to 35 mph.
Table 1. Summary of Design Variations with Geometry & Design Specifications
Design Eagle
Restricting Horizontal
%
Stopping Site
Sightline
Speed Block
Alignment*
Curve
Distance****
Grade
MPH Impact
Radius** Offset***
T 1.4
4%
709
9
226.2
30
Yes
1059
9
275.9
35

CR 220
Connection
(see notes)
Not shown

T 1.6

6%

709
934

9
9

226.2
259.5

30
35

Yes

Not Shown No

T 2.4

4%

709
1059

9
9

226.2
276.3

30
35

Yes

Not Shown No

T 2.6

6%

709
934

9
9

226.2
259.5

30
35

Yes

Not Shown No

T 3.4

4%

709
1059

9
9

226.2
276.3

30
35

Yes

Not Shown No

T 3.6

6%

709
934

9
9

326.3
259.5

30
35

Yes

Not Shown No

T 4.4

4%

1009
1259

9
9

269.7
301.2

35
40

Yes

Not Shown No

Revised
Preliminary
Alignment A

4%

709
679
1019

12
12
12

361.2
255.7
313.1

35
35
40

Yes

Shown

Met All EIS
Alignment
Criteria#
No

No

*T design variations provided by Thomas T McNeill letter dated October 28, 2008.
** Curve radius taken at centerline of driving lane nearest median barrier.
*** HSO is measured from center line of lane nearest to center line of median barrier - AASHTO Geometric
Design of Highways and Streets, 2004 (pages 112, 224-228).
**** Stopping sight distance taken from Exhibit 3-2 AASHTO Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, 2004
(page 115).
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An additional factor that is not desirable is the eight percent super-elevation required for the tighter radius curves
on Farmington Hill. The following radius of curvature table represents the increase in curvature needed with each
reduction in super-elevation. (reference AASHTO 2004 exhibit 3-15 page 147).
% SUPER
4%
6%
MPH
30
250
231
35
371
340
40
533
485
45
711
643
50
926
833
55
1190
1060
60
1500
1330
Minimum Radius of Curve (feet)

8%
214
314
444
587
758
960
1200

The large reduction in design speed from 70 mph to 30 or 35 mph creates an unsafe condition and is not an
acceptable reduction per the 2004 edition of AASHTO Geometric Design of Highways and Streets (AASHTO);
see discussion on pages 67-72 and 503. CDOT uses these guidelines to provide for a safe and uniform traveling
experience that the public has come to expect.
For all the on-grade alignments, the roadway for the most part is northerly facing. The north-facing slope
combined with the eight percent slope of the road as it traverses the hillside creates an unsafe condition. This
steep cross slope can cause sliding of vehicles in icy conditions. The vertical grade of the on-grade alignments
varies between four percent and six percent depending on the alternative and design variation. These alignments
on a north facing slope presents a safety hazard when roads are wet, snow-packed, or icy, especially in winter
months. Currently the existing highway is often the scene of accidents due to the steep vertical grade and icy
winter conditions. See the US 550 Connection to SH 160 in Grandview SEIS Safety Review of Alternative
Connection Options (CDOT, 2011) for more information.
The sharp curvature of the highways proposed in the reviewed alignments also can create unsafe conditions.
Because of the sharp horizontal curves, driver visibility along the road will be short, as little as 202 feet at some
locations. Assuming a 35 mph travel speed, drivers have only 4.5 seconds to react to roadway hazards. This short
reaction time will create an unsafe condition, especially in winter with icy conditions and reduced visibility in
adverse conditions on a north-facing slope.
Both the grades and curvatures of the proposed alignments would affect the traffic flow of the highway. Truck
traffic on a four percent uphill grade would be moving at approximately 30 mph and the downhill grade speeds
will increase approximately five percent. The proposed six percent grades are even worse with uphill running
speeds of approximately 25 MPH.
The widened template for Revised Alternative A and other on-grade alignments requires significant retaining wall
construction on the downhill side of the existing roadway to stay out of homes above the Animas River located
below the alignment to the west, wetlands along Wilson Gulch, and possibly the uphill side to avoid cultural sites
located along the ridge to the east. Some T design variations, as proposed in the Thomas T. McNeill letter dated
October 28, 2008, extend further out on the existing side slope than Revised Alternative A and with the proposed
2:1 cut and fill slopes probably will extend further than indicated. In addition the on-grade alignments show
impact to the cultural sites lying along the ridge to the east and potential impact to wetlands along Wilson Gulch.
Please see the typical section below modeled for Revised Preliminary Alternative A. Retaining walls would
contain fills with wall heights of up to approximately 80 feet, utilizing a tiered wall design in order to minimize
right of way impacts as well as wetland impacts. Walls of this height are very difficult to construct, maintain and
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would have an adverse visual impact to the area. Cut and fill slopes as proposed would have a similar adverse
visual impact and be difficult to reseed and maintain. Currently the maximum height wall on the US 160 corridor
in the immediate area is a two tiered wall 44 feet in total height.
The final design of the roadway is dependent on the geotechnical site conditions, which are unknown. Without a
complete geotechnical foundation investigation, it is not known whether a Mechanically Stabilized Earth
Retaining Wall on micro pile foundation would be adequate for the site. Bedrock may be deeper than 40 feet
based on geotechnical information from the Grandview Interchange project and visual observation and the
existing alignment is on a hillside cut/fill. The required widening would push the roadway alignment outside the
existing fill approximately 35 feet. Bedrock depths may be beyond the depths suitable for a micro pile foundation
design and may require a drilled shaft, essentially larger piles. This requirement would increase the estimated
construction cost dramatically.
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Summary
These on-alignment alternatives have a combination of a low design speeds, sharp curves, eight percent
superelevation, four percent to six percent vertical grades, north facing slopes, and unknown geotechnical
conditions. Other contributing facts such as the radius of curves would negatively impact the traffic flow. Many of
the T design variations do not show a required connection to CR 220. None of the on-grade alignments meet the
design speeds and criteria established in the AASHTO Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, 2004 criteria
as discussed above. For these reasons, all of the on-grade alignments are considered to have extraordinary safety
problems and are not suitable from an engineering perspective.

Description of Alternative
Alternative R connects US 550 from the top of Florida Mesa with US 160 at the existing US
550/US 160 Intersection. The proposed alternative includes modification of the existing signalized
intersection at US 160 and US 550 with a hybrid diamond interchange. The proposed interchange
would utilize a single bridge over US 160 to carry US 160 westbound to US 550 southbound
(Bayfield to Farmington) and US 550 northbound to US 160 westbound (Farmington to Durango)
traffic. These traffic movements onto and off of US 550 would be handled at a signalized
intersection. This interchange is considered a hybrid diamond due to the fact that it incorporates the
traditional diamond design on the northern portion, but limits movements on the south side. On the
south, the movements include the through movement to the Grandview Area and the left turns to
Durango. The interchange would include a tie-in to Ramp A of the existing Grandview
Interchange.
This alternative (illustrated on Figure 1a and b) includes four design variations: R1, R2, R3, and R4.
All of these alternatives follow a similar, but slightly modified alignment as that of the existing US
550 Farmington Hill roadway. Each design variation illustrates US 550 intersecting US 160 with
the signal controlled hybrid diamond interchange described above. The differences among the
Alternative R design variations occur at the radius of the upper curve on Farmington Hill near the
CR 220 intersection, the proposed design speed, the number of lanes, and slight variations in the
alignment that alter the required cut walls/slopes and fill walls/slopes. The design variations are
described as follows:
 Design Variation R1 has a 35 mph design speed, includes a 715-foot upper radius curve, a
715-foot lower radius curve and a six percent grade. This variation includes two northbound
lanes and three southbound lanes which includes a climbing lane for trucks, 10-foot paved
shoulders (4-foot adjacent to climbing lane), and a 14-foot median with concrete barrier
down the center. The location of the alignment roughly follows the existing US 550
alignment allowing for 3:1 cut slopes and fill walls, and incorporates a signal controlled
hybrid diamond interchange at the US 550 and US 160 connection.
 Design Variation R2 has a 45 mph design speed, includes a 1250-foot upper radius curve, a
1,250-foot lower radius curve and a five percent grade. This variation includes two
northbound lanes and two southbound lanes with 10-foot paved shoulders, and a 14-foot
median with concrete barrier down the center. The location of the alignment roughly
follows the existing US 550 alignment allowing for 3:1 cut slopes and fill walls, and
incorporates a signal controlled hybrid diamond interchange at the US 550 and US 160
connection.
 Design Variation R3 has a 35 mph design speed, includes a 715-foot upper radius curve, a
715-foot lower radius curve and a six percent grade. This variation includes two northbound
lanes and three southbound lanes which includes a climbing lane for trucks, 10-foot paved
shoulders (four-foot adjacent to climbing lane), and a 14-foot median with concrete barrier
down the center. The location of the alignment closely follows the existing US 550
alignment, requires 3:1 cut slopes and fill walls with 30-foot vertical soil nail walls, and
incorporates a signal controlled hybrid diamond interchange at the US 550 and US 160
connection.
 Design Variation R4 has a 35 mph design speed, includes a 1250-foot upper radius curve, a
1,250-foot lower radius curve and a five percent grade. This variation includes two
northbound lanes and two southbound lanes with 10-foot paved shoulders, and a 14-foot
2

median with concrete barrier down the center. The location of the alignment roughly
follows the existing US 550 alignment, requires 3:1 cut slopes and fill walls with 30-foot
vertical soil nail walls, and incorporates a signal controlled hybrid diamond interchange at
the US 550 and US 160 connection.
Capacity and Safety Issues
This alternative was evaluated to determine if it meets the capacity and safety requirements of the
purpose and need identified in the SEIS.
Capacity
CDOT conducted a traffic analysis of Alternative R, which indicates that this alternative meets the
capacity requirements for the project purpose and need as defined in the SEIS. This interchange
with a signal is expected to meet the stated requirement of a LOS D or better. However, the
proposed design would impact the only existing access to the La Plata County Gravel Pit situated to
the north of the intersection. While an alternate access through several privately owned parcels
situated to the north and east may be possible for the gravel pit, CDOT would likely have to
consolidate access by bringing a fourth leg into the proposed hybrid diamond interchange to be
consistent with the purpose and need of the SEIS for access control. Adding this fourth leg to this
interchange would operate at a LOS of E and it would not meet the capacity requirements of the
project’s purpose and need (see Appendix A for a copy of the traffic analysis).
Safety
This on-alignment alternative varies the radius of the upper-most curve to achieve either a stated 35
mph or stated 45 mph design speed. These stated design speeds do not account for a center median
barrier, which have been included in the design to reduce the overall width of the roadway and
therefore the amount of earthwork that is required by the alternative. The barrier reduces driver
sight-distance and would likely lower the actual design speed of the roadway by approximately 5
mph per the horizontal site distance calculation requirement found on page 227 of the 2004 edition
of AASHTO Design of Highways and Streets (AASHTO). US 550, in the US 550 Environmental
Assessment, was designed to a 70 mph design speed from the New Mexico State Line to just south
of County Road 220 due to minimal curvature and flat terrain. The section north of County Road
220 was designed to a 60 mph design speed in the US 160 Environmental Impact Statement. When
analyzing the variations presented by Alternative R, the roadway design speed would need to be
decreased from 70 mph to either 30 mph or 40 mph, depending on the alternative variant. In an
attempt to avoid the serious safety issues with lowering the speed at the upper curve on Farmington
Hill, the design lowers the operating (posted) speed on US 550 several miles south of the US
550/US 160 intersection. However, lowering speeds on the mainline also creates significant safety
issues. Speeds cannot be reduced by simply changing the posted speed. The curvature and width of
the roadway, along with visual cues in the surrounding landscape are what establish a driving
environment where drivers choose speeds that feel reasonable and comfortable (FHWA, 2007). The
design on US 550 would have to be modified to add speed limiting roadway characteristics to the
mainline to reduce the speeds drivers are likely to feel comfortable driving. This is contradictory to
the purpose of updating the facility. Also, adding additional curvature to the roadway would
increase the impacts to adjacent properties, increase costs associated with right of way acquisition,
and likely increase the amount of environmental impact associated with the proposal. Although
warning signs could be used to alert drives to the sharp curves and lowered speed, it is not
acceptable to design a new mainline facility that requires warnings to drivers that an unsafe
condition is ahead unless there is no other alternative.
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This large reduction in design speed from 70 mph to approximately 30 mph or 40 mph on the
mainline creates an unsafe condition and is not an acceptable reduction per the 2004 edition of
AASHTO Design of Highways and Streets (AASHTO), see discussion on pages 67-72 and 503.
CDOT uses these guidelines to provide a safe and uniform traveling experience that the public has
come to expect. It should be noted that a roadway’s posted speed is generally less than the design
speed to provide an additional safety buffer. This principle has been followed on the design and
posted speeds of both US 550 and US 160, and would be followed on the US 550 connection to US
160. This brings the posted speed along any Alternative R design variation to 25 mph or 35 mph.
Research suggests that reductions in the design or posted speed of a roadway of more than 15 mph
creates a high crash risk (FHWA, 2007). Under this direction, dropping the design speed to
anything below 55 mph would be an unacceptable safety risk. While the other alternatives carried
forward in the SEIS have speed reductions, these occur at the interchange where it is safe and
acceptable to do so. Alternative R reduces speeds on the mainline, 1.2 miles south of the
interchange, beyond where a driver can see the interchange and anticipate the need to slow down.
The vertical grade of the Alternative R alignments is between 5% and 6%. While it is acceptable
and common to design roadways with grades up to 6% in mountainous areas, it is not desirable to
have these large vertical curves combined with sharp horizontal curves. Per page 281 of the 2004
edition of AASHTO Design of Highways and Streets, “Sharp horizontal curves should not be
introduced at the top of a pronounced crest vertical curve. This condition is undesirable because
drivers may not perceive the horizontal change in alignment, especially at night.” Page 282 goes on
to state, “…sharp horizontal curvature should not be introduced near the bottom of a steep grade
approaching or near the low point of a pronounced sag vertical curve.” Both of these conditions are
present in the Alternative R designs.
The Alternative R variations do not improve the existing design and safety deficiencies to current
standards, which CDOT uses to provide for a safe and uniform traveling experience. Instead,
Alternative R perpetuates the existing situation in which sharp curves and steep grades are
introduced into the mainline of the roadway after many miles with minimal curvature in flat terrain.
The proposed Alternative R creates unacceptable safety problems, so this alternative does not meet
the safety requirement for purpose and need.
Logistics, Cost and Right of Way Issues
Alternative R was presented to CDOT as means of reducing the required amounts of excavation,
cost, and property impacts relative to the alternatives carried forward in the SEIS for detailed
analysis. Therefore, CDOT also evaluated this alternative for logistical, cost and right of way
issues.
Logistics
This alternative has significant constructability issues due to elevation differences between the
proposed and existing grades. Along most of the alignment, the elevational difference between the
existing and proposed highway is 10 feet. This elevational difference becomes more pronounced as
the roadway nears the interchange where it exceeds 24.5 feet. While the Alternative R proposal is to
construct the roadway without detouring traffic off the US 550 alignment, this would require
temporary retaining walls extending from near CR 220 all the way to US 160. In rough numbers,
there would be approximately 28,000 square feet of temporary walls required to keep traffic on US
550 while building a new roadway. This would exceed $2,000,000 in throw-away costs. Additional
4

costs associated with a proposal of this nature include barriers, traffic control, temporary widening,
temporary signals, and bridge construction phasing, among others. Improvements made to CR 220
so it could be used as a detour would include its own costs, but these would be permanent features
that would be beneficial to the County and the residences along CR 220. Additionally, a detour
would be far safer to the traveling public, more efficient for the contractor, and would allow
construction to proceed more quickly. Given these challenges, and with the reduced construction
time made possible by allowing construction to occur in this difficult area without the need to
maintain traffic immediately adjacent to the construction site, and the fact that the detour will be
safer for the traveling public, the detour is logistically a better option.
Design variation R1 requires 1.8 million cubic yards of excavation, design variation R2 requires 3.1
million cubic yards of excavation, design variation R3 requires 810,000 cubic yards of excavation,
and design variation R4 requires 1.6 million cubic yards of excavation. This compares to
approximately 1.6 million cubic yards of excavation for Revised G Modified, 2.2 million cubic
yards of excavation for the F Modified Alternative, and 2.7 million cubic yards of excavation
required for the Eastern Realignment Alternative. This alternative was presented as a means to
reduce the required amount of excavation under the Preferred Alternative (Revised G Modified).
Only one variation (R3) has less excavation requirements than the Preferred Alternative, and this is
accomplished through the incorporation of uphill terraced walls. It is important to note that this
same design with uphill terraced walls could be used on any of the alternatives discussed in the
SEIS to reduce excavation quantities.
While these logistical concerns are an issue, they do not cause the alternative to fail the logistical
criteria established in the SEIS.
Cost
Cost is a relevant factor in determining whether an alternative is reasonable or practicable.
Although estimates for Alternative R were provided to CDOT, they do not consider and include
costs associated with the purchase of right of way and also do not include costs for a number of
required design elements. For a more direct comparison of relative costs, CDOT analyzed the
conceptual right of way needs for this alternative. To do so, several issues had to be addressed. The
interchange design at the US 160 connection presented to CDOT was incomplete. The alignments
did not tie to US 160, but were drawn without joining to the existing mainline. There was no
consideration in the interchange design for spanning, bridging, or filling Wilson Gulch and its
associated high quality wetlands and wildlife habitat, which would be required. The designs did not
incorporate the inclusion of the wildlife underpass at Wilson Gulch which is required under the
2006 US 160 EIS. Additionally, while the Alternative R design identifies that a tie-in to Ramp A of
the Grandview Interchange is anticipated, there is no right-of-way consideration for this tie-in.
Alternative A presents a fully designed and functional interchange at approximately the same
location as that proposed in Alternative R, and includes the right of way needs for the features
absent in the Alternative R design. Therefore the right of way needs for Alternative A were merged
with Alternative R for a rough determination of conceptual right-of way needs for the sake of this
comparison.
The submittal did not include any design for a CR 220 intersection with US 550, which will be
required. The Revised Preliminary Alternative A intersection at CR 220 would likely work for
Alternative R design variations R1 and R3, but not for R2 and R4. Since R2 and R4 both have a
significant curve near CR 220, the intersection would have to be moved further to the south to
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provide adequate sight-distance. This would require the acquisition of additional right of way to tie
in CR 220, and would increase impacts to historic and Section 4(f) resources.
Additionally, CDOT did not attempt to determine if the alignment presented in the submitted design
would create un-economic remnant parcels that would require total property acquisitions and
increase costs. Based on the conceptual right of way required for each design variant, it is very
likely that total property acquisitions would be required for the Piccoli and Hillmeyer residences.
CDOT assumed the conceptual right of way required for the CR 220 intersection for Alternative R
would be the same as required by that shown in Alternative A. CDOT estimates that right-of way
required to construct design variations R1 and R3 would be approximately 87.1 acres, and 96.5
acres for design variations R2 and R4, however these estimates do not include the likely total
property takes at the Piccoli and Hillmeyer residences described above.
Assuming the same cost for right of way as with all other alternatives presented in this document
($14,000/acre), the expected costs of the Alternative R design variations would be $73,736,985 for
Alternative R1, $92,926,876 for Alternative R2, $83,855,653 for Alternative R3, and $102,440,558
for Alternative R4. This compares to $77,598,000 for the Revised G Modified Alternative,
$77,429,000 for the Revised F Modified Alternative, and $93,106,000 for the Eastern Realignment
Alternative. The relative difference in cost is not a deciding factor between alternatives.
Right of Way
Information on property impacts is relevant to the discussion of Alternative R as this alternative was
presented to CDOT as a means of reducing impacts to the Webb Ranch property and the Section
4(f) resource associated with that property. The information present herein was either taken directly
from or calculated from the Webb Ranch submittal. Unfortunately, CDOT is uncertain of the extent
of all property impacts associated with the differing design variations of Alternative R as these were
not calculated for all parcels. Therefore, CDOT had to estimate impacts to these properties based
off of the provided drawings illustrating these properties and the extent of the disturbance created
by the roadway. Alternative R impacts the Webb property and the historic Webb Ranch to varying
degrees depending on the design variation. It also impacts archeological site 5LP2223. The design
states that Alternative R will provide a revised access to the Piccoli properties which include the
Eagle Block commercial venture and three single-family residences, and the Hillmeyer residence.
A review of the plans presented within the Webb submittal shows that all of the design variations
directly impact the Eagle Block commercial building and two of the three single-family residential
structures located on the Piccoli property. These impacts would require complete purchase of the
property and relocations of the business and residents, and are impacts and costs which have not
been disclosed or analyzed by the submittal. In addition, two of the design variations (R2 and R4)
would require complete acquisition and relocation of the Hillmeyer residence as well. Property
impacts associated with Alternative R variations as compared with the Eastern Realignment
Alternative, Revised F Modified Alternative, and Revised G Modified (Preferred) Alternative are
presented in Table 2 below:
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Table 2.

Comparison of Property Impacts by Alternative

Alternatives

Webb Property
[Historically Designated
Webb Ranch ]

Hillmeyer Property

Piccolli Property
(three residences and one
commercial building)

Alternative R (R1)

26.9 acres [ 9.3 acres]

Access Revision

Complete Acquisition and
Relocation

87.1 acres*

Alternative R (R2)

31.4 acres [13.2 acres]
18.5 acres [3.9 acres]

Complete Acquisition and
Relocation
Complete Acquisition and
Relocation

96.5 acres*

Alternative R (R3)

Complete Acquisition
and Relocation
Access Revision

Alternative R (R4)

24.8 acres [5.4 acres]

Complete Acquisition
and Relocation

Complete Acquisition and
Relocation

96.5 acres*

Eastern Realignment
Alternative

0.0 acres [0.0 acres]

None

None

133.0 acres

Revised F Modified
Alternative

32.6 acres [32.6 acres]

Access Revision

Access Revision

106.2 acres

Total Right of
Way Needs

87.1 acres*

Revised G Modified
41.5 acres [41.5 acres]
Access Revision
Access Revision
71.6 acres
(Preferred)
Alternative
* Acreages do not account for the likely remnant property acquisitions that would be required at the Hillmeyer and
Piccoli residences.

Conclusion
In summary, Alternative R meets the project purpose and need for capacity however, it would
create unacceptable safety problems, so this alternative does not meet the safety requirement for
purpose and need. The Alternative R variations do not improve the existing design and safety
deficiencies to current standards, which CDOT uses to provide for a safe and uniform traveling
experience. These alignments have a combination of low design speeds, sharp curves, five to six
percent vertical grades, and north facing slopes. The large reduction in design speed from 70 mph
to 30 to 40 mph on the mainline, along with the introduction of sharp horizontal curves at the top of
a pronounced vertical curve are substantial safety concerns. Based on the constrained nature of the
existing alignment on the steep slopes of Florida Mesa, achievement of acceptable design speeds
cannot be met at this location. For these reasons, it is not reasonable and is not carried forward for
detailed analysis in the SFEIS.
In addition, this alternative results in additional problems for other residential properties on the west
side of US 550, and does not result in the advantages of reducing cost and reducing earthwork
compared to the other alternatives. It does not reduce the costs associated with connecting US 550
to US 160 relative to other alternatives and does not reduce the required amounts of earthwork
relative to other alternatives. While it does accomplish a reduction in the extent of the impact to the
Webb Ranch property, it does so by shifting the alignment thereby creating additional impacts to
adjacent properties on the west side of US 550.
Other issues associated with this alternative include substantial logistical problems with attempting
to construct a grade separated roadway while keeping traffic on the existing alignment, and capacity
problems if a fourth leg is required to be added to the interchange to accommodate access to the
properties located north of the interchange that would be directly affected by the implementation of
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this design, and likely substantial impacts to Wilson Gulch and its associated high quality wetlands
and wildlife habitat.
This is not a reasonable alternative, and therefore is eliminated from the SEIS analysis, and not
carried forward for additional consideration.
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Figure 1a.

Alternative R: Design Variations 1 and 3

Figure 1b.

Alternative R: Design Variations 2 and 4

